RFID File Management
SOLUTION

Preface
An organization which has public and financial dealings generates and obtains a large amount of
valuable documents to be maintained for a very long time. Movement tracking and preservation of
these documents is of prime concern because these should not be misplaced or lost. The
organizations which belong to this category are, for example, Banks, Insurance Companies, Finance
Companies and Government Departments. It is a difficult task to maintain and track these valuable
documents manually or simply using computer software. The basic need is to capture the identity of
a file / document electronically to avoid human errors.

Challenges in the present system
• Inability to track documents within stipulated amount of time can have unfavourable impact on
the business.
• Monetary and Legal implications in case legal documents are lost. It could also result in loss of
goodwill, negative impact on brand equity and legal pursuits.
• Unproductive utilization of labor: Avoiding manual searching and sorting through cabinets save
good amount of valuable employee time.
• Reduced customer satisfaction result when documents needed to service a customer, cannot be
traced/ found. At times, the lost/misplaced document took days to locate.

Proposed Solution
File Registration & Tagging
Every File need to be registered in the RFID based vehicle tracking software. A RFID tag with a unique
serial number will be programmed in the software and will be attached to each File.

Installing RFID Antenna at the Entrance/Exit Gate
A long range RFID reader with TCP/IP interface will be installed at the Entrance/Exit door of the
room or cabin. This reader will be connected to the server PC using the TCP/IP cable.

Identification during Entry/Exit
When a file fixed with RFID tag moves through the door, it will be shown to the reader fixed on the
gate. Reader will read the serial number of the tag. This number will be send to the server by the
reader and the software running in the server will verify the serial number and the entrance/exit
time will be recorded in the database.

Physical Verification using Portable data Terminal
A hand held portable RFID reader will be used to read all files in a particular location. RFID file
numbers collected by the portable reader will be transferred to the server using WiFi or USB
interface. Software will make a comparison report showing any mismatches.

Finding a particular file using Portable data Terminal
ID of the file to be find will be inputted to a hand held portable RFID reader. User will move near the
files with the portable reader. Reader will read the file ids and when the reader reads the initially
inputted file id, it will make an audible alarm.
Necessary reports can be taken from the File tracking software.

Advantages
 Reduction in manpower deployment.
 Time saving process.
 Efficient management of traffic and automated generation of slip without having to issue a
token to each vehicle, eliminating the token giving process.
 Reduction in manual entry work eases maintenance, finding of records and payment
distribution.
 Automated reports are instantly available providing correct vehicle and trailer information.
 Automated system greatly reduces the scope for human error.
 Accurate and automatic generation of receipts for each vehicle.

